
Den Popcorn Rep Training 
  



Agenda: 

 

- Introductions (6:30-6:40) 

 

- Popcorn Rep Program Presentation (6:40-7:00) 

 

- Q&A/Feedback/Ideas (7:00-7:20) 

 

 

Disclaimer/Agenda Explanation: 

 This is a brand new program.  We think it is the right program to make 

popcorn a more enjoyable and more successful experience for everyone.  However, 

while a decent amount of thought has been put into this, there’s no way we’ve thought 

of everything.  This is being brought up both to ask you to bear with us, but also to 

encourage ideas – please, we need feedback and ideas for improvement at any point 

along the way. 

 

 This is also being brought up along with the agenda to help format things.  An 

open dialogue would be ideal, but that can make things run long.  The trainer of this 

session needs to start a den meeting at 7:30, so we need to make the most of a tight 50 

minutes.  For this reason, I’ll try to zip through my slides in 20 minutes and leave 20 

minutes for Q&A.  Be sure to note any questions you have as we go along.  Thanks! 



Purpose of a Den Popcorn Rep Program 

 

- To alleviate the effort volunteers directly involved in the 

popcorn program, especially the popcorn committee. 

 

Benefits: 
- Make volunteering with popcorn a more enjoyable experience 

- Make recruitment of popcorn volunteers easier 

- Create a foundation for standardization and knowledge transfer 
 

- To eliminate the distraction of the popcorn program to den 

leaders (or conversely, the distraction of running a den 

program from popcorn) 

 

Benefits: 
- Focus of popcorn reps should increase the quality of the popcorn 

program, and increase sales – more revenue for the pack 

- Den leaders can concentrate on continuing to deliver a high quality 

den program, knowing that their popcorn reps have popcorn covered. 



Program Structure 
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Responsibilities of a Den Popcorn Rep 

 

- Program Promotion – Get scouts and parents excited! 

- Inventory Tracking – need to help the popcorn committee with this. 

Suggestions (strong suggestions) for individual den 

implementation 
 
- Weekly Email 

- Piggy-back on den leader’s weekly email 

- Primary purpose should be program promotion and creating excitement 

- Make frequent mention of the incentives: 

- Pie in den leader’s face for 100% participation 

- Color Tom, Jim and Sasha hair in the January Pack Meeting 

- Top Selling den gets a pizza party 

- Steal material from the pack website 

- Also creates cadence for staying organized for inventory tracking 

 

- Hike and Sells 

- Check out inventory, hike a neighborhood and sell popcorn as a den! 

- Drives excitement for the scouts 

- Award hike miles 

- Coordinate with the den leader to best fit the den schedule 



Inventory 

 

- All take and sell popcorn this year is going through the popcorn 

rep. 

 

- Popcorn reps should run “den check-outs” and redistribute to 

families 

 

- Suggestion:  Ask your den leader for time during den meetings to 

do this.  Shouldn’t take much time and can probably run alongside 

program activities.  Den meetings will be the best time to swap 

inventory. 

 

- Try not to create a “Den Safety Stock”.  We want popcorn in the 

hands of families for Take and Sells, not sitting in garages of 

popcorn reps. 



Inventory Position 

 

The Popcorn Committee will at times need snapshots of the inventory 

position of the pack. 

 

The spreadsheet and a work instruction will be sent out Saturday 

10/4, along with a Dropbox invitation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Overall structure of the inventory tracking system is illustrated on the 

next slide. 



Popcorn Committee Den 3 Popcorn Rep:  Jeff White

Track popcorn position of: Track popcorn position of:

Den 1 Tigers Bahr, Colin Inventory Sold From Inventory

Den 2 Tigers Bergmann, Brandon Checked Out Inventory Outstanding

Den 7 Wolf Classic Carmel Corn

Den 8 Wolf Inventory Sold From Inventory Popping Corn

Den 3 Bear Checked Out Inventory Outstanding Kettle Corn

Classic Carmel Corn etc.

Popping Corn Brant, Dean

Kettle Corn Bronzert, Kevin

etc. DiPace, Max

Den 5 Bear Ernst, Evan

Dragon Patrol Fales, Addison

Wolverine Patrol Jordan, John

Blue Phoenix Patrol White, Haden

Lightning Patrol

Note:  This is a simplified example, and illustrates just Take and Sell popcorn.  To get a true ordering position, the spreadsheet you will receive

instruction on will also include Take Order popcorn.  And to avoid double work and make sure popcorn reps have all of the information, it will

also include Online Sales and Show and Sell to link to the overall spreadsheet for crediting scouts.  Online Sales and Show and Sell sales will

have to be communicated by the popcorn committee for popcorn reps to enter.



Q&A/Feedback/Ideas 


